2022
SCHEDULE

SANECTOR WINE SHOW OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Mount Barker & District
Agricultural Society (Inc.)

TUE 11-THURS 13
OCTOBER 2022

MAKER FOR MAKERS
Over 50 years of blended industry expertise with the largest
national footprint.
n

Dry goods sourcing and supply.

n

Wine, sparkling and RTD canning.

n

Sparkling, table and still wine bottling.

n

Warehousing and distribution.

2sanector.com.au | connect@sanector.com.au

WINE SHOW COMMITTEE

CONTACT DETAILS

Chairperson:

Ian Osborne

PO Box 31 Mount Barker WA 6324

Coordinator:

Marie O’Dea

Secretary:

Chris Greenland

Coordinator
Mobile: 0407 795 813

Treasurer:

John Gates

Committee:
			
			
			
			
			

Toni Carlino
Feleasha Prendergast
Michael Hannagan
Rob Diletti
Adriaan Foot
Andrew Vesey

Email: info@wineshowwa.com.au
www.wineshowwa.com.au

ENTRIES OPEN 20 JULY 2022
IMPORTANT DATES

JUDGES

Entries Close

Chief Judge

2 September 2022

Courtney Treacher

Exhibits Delivered to Depots

Panel Leaders

12 to 23 September 2022

Andrew Spinaze
Damian Hutton
Trina Smith

Entry Fees
$70 (+GST) per exhibit

Late Entries and Exhibit
Deliveries Close
Friday 23 September 2022
$120 (+GST) per exhibit

Wine Judging

Judges
Andrew Dawson
Foni Pollitt
Julian Langworthy
Kim Bickley
Megs Kopke
Rob Mack

11 to 13 October 2022

Exhibitor Tasting &Trophy
Presentation
14 October 2022
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Welcome to Mountain Country

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF
the Sanector Wine Show of Western Australia

45 years of judging fine wine in Mount Barker WA

www.mountbarkerwa.com.au
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WELCOME
On behalf of the Committee of the
Sanector Wine Show of Western Australia
I’m delighted to welcome you to Mount
Barker for the forty-fifth Wine Show.
I also applaud the commitment of all our
sponsors, some of whom have been a part
of the Wine Show for many years.
Likewise, I thank everyone who supported
the 2021 Wine Show in the new venue at
Sounness Park.
Some aspects of the Wine Show changed
in 2021 and our experiences last year
have resulted in more adjustments in
presentation and direction for 2022.
Firstly, Sounness Park, adopted as the
judging venue in 2021, is here to stay and
we have invested in equipment including
tables and trolleys to make the restricted
space more amenable to judging.

presentation which will be part of a formal
dinner at Retravision Stadium in Albany
on Friday 14 October. We are pleased to
bring a more formal event to the Show to
celebrate the forty-fifth Wine Show.
Please note that the word bottle is used
in a wide generic sense throughout the
schedule. The Wine Show acknowledges
the growing interest in selling wine in
containers other than glass and, as such,
accepts entries in other containers.
Finally, I express my sincere appreciation
for the support of this year’s judges and
stewards who have fitted the Wine Show
into their busy schedules, and I look
forward to receiving your entries!
Ian Osborne,
Chair of Wine Show of WA Committee

Secondly, a review of classes in 2021
resulted in new classes for Malbec,
Tempranillo, Chenin Blanc, and Pinot Gris/
Grigio being introduced to the Schedule.
You, the industry, showed interest in these
classes and they have been continued in
2022.
Museum classes for red and white wines
have been introduced this year and some
recently less popular classes have been
removed from the schedule.
The exhibitor tasting has been moved
to a later start time of 11am on Friday
14 October and will be held at Sounness
Park in Mount Barker. This later time
will allow more people to travel from out
of the region to attend. We believe that
you will also want to stay for the trophy
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ENTRY REGULATIONS
The following conditions apply for entry
into the Wine Show of Western Australia
(Wine Show):
1. Wine producer means a person,
including a partnership or body
corporate, who manufactures wine, or
has wine manufactured from grapes
grown by the person, for sale under the
person’s name or business name.
2. Wine and spirit merchant means a
person, including a partnership or body
corporate, who buys wine for resale.
3. Bottle means a container made of an
impermeable material that holds wine
for retail sale.
4. Exhibitor means a wine producer or
wine and spirit merchant who enters
one or more exhibits in the Wine Show.
5. An exhibitor may enter the Wine
Show if the exhibit/s comply with all
conditions of entry that apply.
6. Wines exhibited in the Wine Show
must be made from 100% Western
Australian grown grapes.
7. All exhibits must be commercially
bottled at time of dispatch for entry.
Minimum quantity required at time
of written entry is 100 dozen with the
exceptions of classes 4, 7, 16, 22, 26
and 35 where the minimum quantity
is 25 dozen and for our new museum
classes (36 -37) the minimum quantity
is 5 dozen.
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8. The Wine Show Committee reserves
the right to accept or reject any entry,
to question exhibitors on details of
entry and to change entries to a more
appropriate class if required. If a more
appropriate class is not available, the
wine will be withdrawn without refund.
9. All entries are at the exhibitor’s risk
until the end of the Wine Show when
the entries become the property of the
Mount Barker and District Agricultural
Society (Incorporated).
10. Entries will only be accepted on-line
via Showrunner and exhibitors must
complete all mandatory fields in their
entry.
11. An exhibitor may enter an exhibit in a
class only if the exhibitor is named on
the entry form as the exhibitor and is
named as the producer or merchant
of the exhibit on the commercial label
under which the exhibit is, or will be,
sold.
12. An exhibit must be entered under its
brand name on the entry form, not the
exhibitor’s name or parent company
name.
13. An exhibit must not be entered in more
than one class.
14. The same exhibit must not be entered
by more than one exhibitor.

15. There is no limit to the number of
wines that can be exhibited in any one
class.
16. An exhibit must comply with all
applicable and relevant State and
Federal laws in relation to the
manufacture and labelling of wines.
17. Testing for total reducing sugars
will be carried out as required by the
judges.
18. Wine Show labels will be emailed to
exhibitors. Exhibitors must print and
affix the labels to each exhibit prior
to the dispatch of exhibits for receipt
before the nominated closing date.
19. Unless stated otherwise in this
schedule, an exhibit:
• must be a named commercial wine
• must be commercially labelled
or display a label prepared by the
exhibitor providing all information
required for entry to the Show
including exhibitor and commercial
names, vintage, and variety
• must display the show exhibit label
provided
• must be bottled from a commercial
bottling run.

AUDIT PROCEDURES
Before accepting an entry, the Wine
Show Committee will verify information
included on the entry form. Exhibitors may
be contacted to clarify or provide further
information if required.
Any exhibit or record relating to an exhibit
stated on the entry form may be inspected
and checked by an auditor appointed by
the Wine Show Committee.
Any audit procedures undertaken
will be consistent with the 2020
Wine Show Australian Society of
Viticulture and Oenology Best Practice
Recommendations (2020 ASVO BPR).
Prior to judging, a draw will be made
of five exhibitors whose entries will be
audited for quantity of entered wines.
Exhibitors selected must supply details
of any sales made after the written entry,
which reduces the quantity held below the
stipulated minimum for the class. Entries
from Wine Show Committee members will
also be audited.
Selected exhibitors must also provide one
bottle each of up to two entries to be taken
for comparison with the entry/entries
during judging.
Any exhibit found to be in breach of
the entry regulations and other entry
requirements and/or relevant wine industry
Acts and Regulations during any post audit
procedure will be disqualified and any
awards cancelled. Entry fees will not be
refunded.
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TROPHIES
SANECTOR TROPHY
Best Wine of Show
Classes 1-35

WINEQUIP - LALLEMAND TROPHY
Best White Wine
Classes 1-16, 34-35

ORORA TROPHY
Best Red Wine
Classes 18-35

TARANSAUD TONNELIER TROPHY
Most successful exhibitor overall
Classes 1-35

LABELMAKERS GROUP OF
COMPANIES TROPHY
Most Successful Exhibitor
Processing Under 250 tonnes of
grapes for own label

GREAT SOUTHERN WINE
PRODUCERS’ ASSOCIATION
TROPHY
Best Red Wine of the Great
Southern
Classes 18-35

SEGUIN MOREAU TROPHY
Best Chardonnay
Classes 1-4

MT BARKER COOPERATIVE
TROPHY
Best Riesling
Classes 5-7

PLASDENE GLASS-PAK PAM
MCGREGOR TROPHY
Best Aged Riesling
Class 7

SOUTHERN HAULAGE TROPHY
Best Sauvignon Blanc

Classes 1-35

Classes 10, 11

JS GLADSTONES TROPHY
Best and Most Distinctive
Regional Character

MULTI-COLOR TROPHY
Best White Blend

Classes 1-35 (Sponsored by My Vintner)

STRIKEPOINT TROPHY
Best White Wine of the Great
Southern
Classes 1-16, 34-35

Classes 12-14

AIR LIQUIDE TROPHY
Best Other Dry White Varietal
Classes 8, 9, 15

BOOTH TRANSPORT TROPHY
Best Rose
Class 17
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SHIRE OF PLANTAGENET TROPHY
Best Pinot Noir

OAK SOLUTIONS GROUP TROPHY
Best Other Red Varietal

CLASSIC OAK TROPHY
Best Shiraz

SMITH THORNTON
ACCOUNTANTS TROPHY
Best Older Red

Classes 18,19

Classes 20-22

IAN TYRER TROPHY
Best Cabernet Sauvignon
Classes 23-26

(Sponsored by Galafrey Wines and
The Mount Barker Wine Producers
Association)

NEALE WARNEFORD TROPHY
Best Red Blend

Classes 27, 28, 32,33

Class 26, and 2018 or older wines in
classes 19, 22, 27, 28, 31, 33

TROPHY
Best Sparkling
Class 34

TROPHY
Best Fortified or Sweet Wine
Classes 16, 35

Classes 29-31 (Sponsored by the
Warneford Family and The Mount Barker
and District Agricultural Society)
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CLASSES
Note: Not having the required quantity of
a wine does not preclude exhibiting that
wine to be judged, but the exhibit will not
be eligible for trophies and any medals
awarded will not be assessed for the most
successful exhibitor trophies.
Wines must be in bottles and ready for
consumption prior to dispatch of entries
for judging (except classes 16, 34 and 35).

WHITE WINE – CLASSES 1-16
Minimum quantity 100 dozen unless
otherwise specified
6 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit.
1. 2022 Chardonnay
2. 2021 Chardonnay
3. 2020 Chardonnay
4. 2019 and older Chardonnay
(minimum 25 dozen)
5. 2022 Riesling
6. 2021 Riesling
7. 2020 and older Riesling
(minimum 25 dozen)
8. 2022 and older Chenin Blanc
9. 2022 and older Pinot Grigio/Gris
10. 2022 Sauvignon Blanc
11. 2021 and older Sauvignon Blanc
12. 2022 Blend of Sauvignon Blanc and
Semillon
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13. 2021 and older blend of Sauvignon
Blanc and Semillon
14. 2022 and older Blended white varieties
(other than class 12 & 13)
15. 2022 and older Single white varieties
(other than classes 1 – 11)

SWEET WHITE WINE - CLASS
16
Minimum quantity 25 dozen
Minimum five (5) dozen bottled at time of
entry
3 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit.
16. Sweet white wine, any variety or blend
with at least 20g/L residual sugar

ROSÉ WINE – CLASS 17
Minimum quantity 100 dozen
6 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit.
17. 2022 and older Rosé, any single variety
or blend

RED WINE – CLASSES 18 - 33
Minimum quantity 100 dozen unless
otherwise specified
6 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit
18. 2022/21 Pinot Noir
19. 2020 and older Pinot Noir
20. 2022/21 Shiraz
21. 2020 Shiraz

22. 2019 and older Shiraz
(minimum 25 dozen)
23. 2022/21 Cabernet Sauvignon
24. 2020 Cabernet Sauvignon
25. 2019 Cabernet Sauvignon
26. 2018 and older Cabernet Sauvignon
(minimum 25 dozen)
27. 2022 and older Malbec

SPARKLING WINE – CLASS 34
Minimum quantity 100 dozen
Minimum ten (10) dozen bottled at time of
entry
6 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit
34. Sparkling white, red, or rosé wine,
bottle fermented

FORTIFIED WINE CLASS 35

30. 2020 Blended red varieties

Minimum quantity 25 dozen
Minimum five (5) dozen bottled at time of
entry
3 x 750ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit

31. 2019 and older blended red varieties

35. Sweet, fortified wine including muscat

32. 2022/21 Single red varieties other than
classes 18, 20, 23, 27, 28

MUSEUM CLASSES 36 - 37

28. 2022 and older Tempranillo
29. 2022/21 Blended red varieties

33. 2020 and older Single red varieties
other than classes 19, 21, 22, 24 - 28

Minimum quantity 5 dozen
2 x 750 ml or equivalent bottles must be
submitted for each exhibit
36. Dry white wine 2014 and older
37. Dry red wine 2014 and older
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HOW TO ENTER
BUSSELTON ADVANCED DRIVER TRAINING

All entries must be submitted via the
Showrunner portal at
www.wineshow.awri.com.au
If you are unable to access the entry portal,
please contact the Wine Show on
m: 0407 795 813 or at
e: info@wineshowwa.com.au
Late entries will be accepted at the
discretion of the Wine Show Committee.
Entries will not be accepted after the late
closing date of 23 September 2022.

9752 4255

www.badt.com.au
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All entry fees must be paid at the time of
entry.

Completing Entries
Exhibitors should consult the class listings
and regulations to determine which

class/es they are eligible to enter and
ensure they meet all entry regulations and
requirements.

Exhibits which do not display a
commercial label or a label prepared and
affixed by the exhibitor will be disqualified.

Exhibitors must complete all mandatory
fields for each exhibit on the entry form.
Please check that your exhibitor contact
information is correct in ShowRunner.

Wine Show labels will be emailed to
exhibitors and must be attached so that
an exhibit’s identifying information (e.g.,
exhibitor’s name, commercial name of
wine, label, variety, vintage etc) is not
obscured.

The commercial name of an exhibit,
consistent with the actual or intended
commercial label, must be provided for
inclusion in the catalogue of results.
All information of an exhibit’s variety/
varieties and corresponding percentage
composition must be provided. Exhibitors
who have two or more blends of a wine
bottled under the same label must include
the blend number of the exhibit on the
entry form. Any entry that is incomplete
and does not include all the information
required will not be accepted.

Unless with prior agreement from the
Wine Show Committee, any exhibit which
is dispatched without the wine show label
affixed will be disqualified.

Dispatch of Exhibits
Exhibits must be delivered between 12-23
September 2022 to one of the participating
depots:
• Cowaramup Agencies, 63 Bussell
Highway, Cowaramup

Entry fee for each exhibit is $70 (+GST).

• Mt Barker Regional Carriers, c/- David
Campbell Transport, 5 McCook St,
Forrestdale

Late entry fee for each exhibit is $120
(+GST).

• Busselton Freight Services, Strelly St,
Busselton

Entry fees are not refundable.

• SWAT Winery and Vineyard Supplies,
38 Farrall Rd, Midvale

PREPARATION AND
DISPATCH OF EXHIBITS

• Southern Haulage, Albany Highway,
Mount Barker

ENTRY FEES

Preparation of Exhibits
All exhibits must bear commercial labels
if available, or a label prepared and
affixed by the exhibitor, which provides all
information required to correctly identify
and confirm the wine for entry in the Show
including the commercial name, vintage,
and variety.

Exhibits will not be accepted before 12
September 2022.
After 23 September 2022, late exhibits
may be shipped directly to:
The Wine Show of Western Australia
PO Box 31, Mount Barker WA 6324
Exhibits must arrive no later than
Wednesday 5 October 2022, except by
prior arrangement.
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JUDGING OF EXHIBITS
All entries will be checked prior to
acceptance to ensure compliance with
the entry regulations and other entry
requirements detailed in this Schedule.
All exhibits will be checked on receipt from
exhibitors to ensure that the wine received
for judging is the same as the wine
detailed on the entry form.
Exhibits in each class are randomised
and a judging number applied prior the
commencement of judging.
Judging practices are guided by the 2020
ASVO BPR and in accordance with Federal
and WA Government COVID-19 safe
protocols, regulations, and requirements
in place at the time, as well as other
practices and requirements deemed
appropriate and necessary by the Wine
Show Committee.
Each exhibit will be assessed by a panel
of three judges who assess the exhibit
independently of other exhibits in the
class.
Judges are screened from the exhibits and
have access only to a glass of each exhibit
which is poured by a steward.
Judges must not engage in any discussion
during assessment of an exhibit and are
required to assess each exhibit impartially.
At the conclusion of judging each class, all
judges will assess and discuss individual
assessments and scores, collate scores,
and agree on the awarding of medals.
The judging panel may call for repours
of any wines prior to finalising a score.
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Stewards prepare and randomise repoured
wines out of sight of judges.
The Chief Judge may split large classes
across one or more judging panels. Each
panel, in consultation with the Chief
Judge, will determine their highest pointed
exhibit/s. These exhibits will then be
repoured and randomised by stewards out
of sight of the judges and judged by the
Chief Judge and the panel leaders of each
of the split class panels to determine the
top gold exhibit for that class.
Each exhibit will be judged on its merits,
with no limit on the number of gold, silver,
or bronze medals that may be awarded
in a class. If more than one gold medal is
awarded in a class, the judging panel may
award a top gold for the class. The judging
panel may decline to make an award in any
class.
The judging panel agrees on a final score
for each exhibit out of 100 points. A medal
is awarded to an exhibit as follows:
• Gold: 95-100 points
• Silver: 90-94 points
• Bronze: 85-89 points
The catalogue of results will identify
exhibits that have won gold, silver, or
bronze medals. Exhibits awarded a gold
medal will be listed without score. Scores
will only be published for wines awarded
silver and bronze medals.

TROPHY JUDGING
Trophies are awarded to the best exhibits
after judging all top gold medal wines from
eligible classes by the Chief Judge, panel
leaders and all judges.
Only wines awarded the highest score in
each class are eligible for trophy judging.
Trophies are decided by a ballot of all
judges using the Borda point system.

BEST WINE OF SHOW –
SANECTOR TROPHY
The Sanector Trophy will be awarded to
the wine judged to be best overall from
classes 1- 35, provided that 100 dozen of
the entered wine is held by the exhibitor at
time of entry.

GREAT SOUTHERN TROPHIES
To be eligible for these trophies an exhibit
must first be awarded a gold medal in its
class. Wine must be 100% from the Great
Southern to be eligible.

JS GLADSTONES TROPHY
This trophy will be awarded to the wine
judged to display the best and most
distinctive regional characters. To win the
JS Gladstones Trophy the wine must be
awarded the top gold medal in its class.
The winner will be decided in a tasting
involving the Chief Judge and specially
selected representatives. Wine must be
100% from the indicated region to be
eligible.

The Geographical Indications Committee
identifies the following West Australian
regions:
Blackwood
Valley

Geographe

Great
Southern

Manjimup

Margaret
River

Peel

Pemberton

Perth Hills

Swan
Districts

Most Successful Exhibitor
Trophies
Points for the Most Successful Exhibitor
trophies will be awarded as below:
• Gold: 5 points
• Silver: 3 points
• Bronze: 1 point
In the event of a tie, the trophy will be
decided by a medal count back. If still a tie,
the Chief Judge’s decision will be final.

OBLIGATIONS OF
TROPHY AND MEDAL
RECIPIENTS
Following the Wine Show, the Committee
reserves the right to purchase at a cost of
$240 per dozen (WET and GST inclusive)
or at wholesale price (whichever is the
lesser) up to three (3) dozen bottles
of wine entered in the Show for trophy
presentation events and promotional
purposes.
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EVENTS AND TASTINGS
EXHIBITOR AND TRADE
TASTING
Friday 14 October 2022 from 11.00am –
2.30pm at Sounness Park, McDonald St,
Mount Barker. Judges will be present from
11am. Passes will be issued to exhibitors
as follows: 3 passes for 1-5 entries; 5
passes for 6 or more entries.

TROPHY PRESENTATION
Trophy winners will be acknowledged,
and trophies presented on the evening of
Friday 14 October at Retravision Stadium,
Lockyer Avenue, Albany. Chief Judge
Courtney Treacher will provide some
commentary on the wines. Tickets on sale
from August 1, check our website.

SWAT Margaret River Region
25 Jersey Street, Cowaramup 6284
Phone: 9755 5766

SWAT Swan Valley Region
38 Farrall Road, Midvale 6056
Phone: 9374 0210
www.swat.net.au
info@swat.net.au
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PUBLICATION OF
RESULTS
Results will be embargoed and must not
be published, disclosed, or disseminated
by an exhibitor or their representative, any
individual or organisation until after the
announcement of awards on Friday 14
October 2022.
The catalogue of results will be placed
on the Wine Show website at www.
wineshowwa.com.au in the week following
the show.
All exhibitors will receive full results of
their entries by email as soon as possible
after the conclusion of the Wine Show
trophy presentations. Medal certificates
will be forwarded as soon as practicable.

ADVERTISING OF
AWARDS
An exhibitor must comply with all
applicable legal requirements including
the Wine Industry Display of Awards Code
of Practice and the Australian Grape and
Wine Authority Act 2013 in relation to the
display of any medal and/or reference to
any award won for an exhibit at the Show.
An exhibitor must not advertise or allow to
be advertised by any means, the fact that
an exhibit has won an award at the Wine
Show unless the advertisement clearly
shows:
• The year of the award
• The name and number of the class in
which the award was won

• The award won
• The correct name and year of the
competition.
A wine must not be marketed bearing any
reference to any award won at the Wine
Show unless the wine is the winner of
the award. Reference to any award on a
label, sticker or in published comments
or documents on websites or any form of
social media, must relate to the awardwinning wine.

ENQUIRIES AND
CONTACT DETAILS
All inquiries should be directed to:
Marie O’Dea
m: 0407 795 813
e: info@wineshowwa.com.au
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WINE SHOW STATISTICS 1978 - 2020
Classes

Entries

Exhibitors

YEAR

18

Trophies

No of Medals

YEAR

1978

6

26

10

2

12 (1:7:6)

2000

33

650

126

16

369 (36:95:228)

1979

11

77

16

4

32 (4:15:13)

2001

33

750

147

18

343 (23:78:242)

1980

17

115

21

6

56 (3:13:40)

2002

33

925

175

18

319 (38:60:221)

1981

20

136

26

10

48 (4:16:28)

2003

38

995

197

18

471 (66:96:309)

1982

21

182

37

16

60 (11:21:28)

2004

39

1188

231

19

443 (44:91:308)

1983

23

210

38

10

93 (15:36:42)

2005

39

1159

214

19

526 (64:107:335)

1984

25

194

33

12

86 (14:30:42)

2006

40

1240

206

19

617 (59:150:408)

1985

26

205

28

12

101 (10:33:58)

2007

41

1277

221

14

551 (55:101:395)

1986

27

280

40

12

109 (14:33:62)

2008

41

1186

203

17

591 (63:112:416)

1987

27

252

37

12

141 (20:47:74)

2009

41

1127

213

17

492 (53:114:325)

1988

29

281

43

12

179 (18:75:86)

2010

41

1176

208

17

585 (60:113:412)

1989

27

237

42

13

113 (13:26:74)

2011

42

1125

185

17

504 (51:106:347)

1990

26

243

53

13

112 (8:42:62)

2012

42

1185

184

18

501 (52:123:326)

1991

28

281

53

13

113 (14:36:83)

2013

44

1097

171

19

540 (73:123:344)

1992

28

296

54

15

164 (14:49:101)

2014

43

990

157

19

587 (74:145:368)

1993

29

343

68

15

163 (18:42:103)

2015

43

1022

157

20

683 (114:194:375)

1994

29

350

68

15

164 (19:46:99)

2016

43

1009

140

21

549 (61:114:374)

1995

28

394

76

15

169 (27:52:90)

2017

43

965

137

21

617 (68:162:387)

1996

28

438

79

15

143 (22:29:92)

2018

39

834

122

24

592(86:166:360)

1997

32

392

79

15

204 (29:45:130)

2019

39

855

115

22

574(57:163:354)

1998

34

486

90

15

216 (25:47:144)

2020

18

681

84

19

442 (64:150:228)

1999

33

555

105

17

256 (35:62:159)

2021

40

841

103

21

542 (59:163:320)

FINISH YOUR WINE
RIGHT WITH ORORA
• Industry leading glass bottles and wine closures
• Extensive design and decoration techniques
• Custom branding options available
Deliver something special for your customers
and finish your wine right with Orora.
Get in touch today!
Online: www.ororabeverage.com
Orora Glass: +61 8 8521 4600
Orora Closures: +61 8 8433 2500

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Brochures, flyers, booklets,
reports, newsletters, food
and product labels, logos,
business cards, company
stationery, illustrations.

PRINTING
Brochures, business cards, flyers,
leaflets, DL’s, stationery, posters,
booklets, magnets, banners, food and
product labels, order books and more.
®

CONTACT US TODAY

98 922 923

4b Nakina Street
info@strikepoint.com.au
www.strikepoint.com.au

♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
♥
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WINE SHOW
COMMITTEE
PO Box 31 MOUNT BARKER WA 6324
MOBILE

0407 795 813

EMAIL
WEB

info@wineshowwa.com.au
wineshowwa.com.au

MOUNT BARKER
CO-OPERATIVE LIMITED
E S T A B L I S H E D 1918

